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a b s t r a c t
Minimum bounded edge-partition divides the edge set of a tree into theminimum number
of disjoint connected components given a maximum weight for any component. It is an
adaptation of the uniform edge-partition of a tree. An optimization algorithm is developed
for this NP-hard problem, based on repeated bin packing of inter-related instances. The
algorithmhas linear running time for the class of ‘balanced trees’ common for the stochastic
programming application which motivated investigation of this problem.
Fast 2-approximation algorithms are formed for general instances by replacing the
optimal bin packingwith almost any bin packing heuristic. The asymptoticworst-case ratio
of these approximation algorithms is never better than the absolute worst-case ratio of the
bin packing heuristic used.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Given a tree, T , edge weights,w, and a weight bound, K , the minimum bounded edge-partition is a partition of the edge
set into theminimumnumber of connected components, with component weights nomore than K . This short note presents
an optimization algorithm for this problem and an adaptation which produces a family of 2-approximation algorithms.
The problem is a variation of that of the uniform edge-partition of a tree studied inWu et al. [10], which fixes the number
of components, k, in the partition and optimizes the spread of component weights. Specifically, the objective is to minimize
the ratio of the maximum to the minimum component weight. For a tree with n edges, they show that a solution with a
ratio of at most 3 can be found in O(n log k) time. The bound is improved to a ratio of at most 2 for k = 2, 3, 4. The reader is
referred to the paper for further details.
Variants of edge-partitioning in trees have also been studied as a travelling salesmen problem on a tree [1,8].
The variation studied in this note arises in the context of a stochastic programming algorithm [5]. The algorithm
decomposes the stochastic program into subproblems corresponding to subtrees of the scenario tree. The subtrees form
an edge-partition with the weight of a subtree indicating subproblem size. Decompositions with few larger subproblems
generally perform better than those with many smaller subproblems so long as the subproblem size is below certain limits
based on the optimization software and machine used.
To formally present the problem, let E(T ) denote the edges of tree T andw(T ) the sum of its edge weights. The edge with
end-points u and v is denoted as uv or vu; its weight iswuv . Given maximum subtree weight K > 0, a K -pack of T with size
m is a collection {T1, . . . , Tm}, where (1) each Ti is a connected subgraph of T , (2) the Ti are pairwise edge-disjoint, (3) the
union of all subgraphs forms T , and (4) w(Ti) ≤ K , for each Ti. An implied condition of the definition is that edges may not
be split over multiple Ti.
Minimum bounded edge-partition (MBP)
Instance: Tree T , weight bound K > 0 and edge weightsw in [0, K ].
Goal: Find a K -pack of T of minimum size.
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This problem is NP-hard. The reduction from the three-partition problem used in Wu et al. [10] applies to the problem
studied here.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. An optimization algorithm based on optimal bin packing is described
in Section 2. It also describes a class of trees forwhich the algorithmhas linear running time. For other trees, 2-approximation
algorithms are formed by replacing the optimal bin packing with various bin packing heuristics. Worst-case performance is
investigated in Section 3. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.
2. An optimization algorithm
A K -pack is formed using bin packing to combine sets of trial trees connected to the same vertex. The trial trees have a
special structure, with a root attached to a single edge. These edges index the trial trees, as the set E .
The algorithm starts with no trial trees and all leaf vertices forming a set of active vertices. Active vertices are roots of trial
trees which have all but one connected edge in E . Each active vertex, u, is considered in turn. Edge set Eu indexes the trial
trees for which u is the root. If the tree formed by combining these trial trees with the remaining edge of u does not violate
the weight bound, this combined tree becomes a new trial tree, replacing all of those indexed by Eu. On the other hand, if
the combined tree violates the weight bound, bin packing is used to optimally combine the trial trees into components of
the partition being formed. One of these components could become part of a larger component, and is combined with the
remaining edge uv to form a trial tree. Choosing the smallest possible component ensures the best K -pack for the remaining
tree. To ensure this, the bin packing used is modified to minimize both the number of bins and the size of the smallest bin.
The vertex v becomes active if all but one of its connected edges are in E . Vertex label d(v) is used to keep track of the
number of connected edges not in E . The edge label `(uv) keeps track of the weight of the trial tree indexed by uv.
In the formal description the trial trees are denoted as T ′(uv),P is the K -pack being constructed and A the set of currently
active vertices. Set operations applied to trees formnew trees, in the obviousway. Edges are used as treeswhere appropriate.
Minimum K -Pack Algorithm
(1) For instance (T , w, K), set P = ∅, E = ∅ and make A the set of leaf vertices. For each vertex v set d(v) as its degree.
(2) Choose u ∈ A and remove it. Put Eu = { u′u ∈ E }. If d(u) = 0 jump to Step (5); otherwise let uv be the remaining edge
incident to u but not in Eu.
(3) Put E = (E \ Eu) ∪ {uv}, set d(v) = d(v)− 1 and if d(v) = 1 add v to A.
(4) Ifwuv +∑u′u∈Eu `(u′u) > K , go to Step (5); otherwise no new trees are created. Put T ′(uv) = uv ∪⋃u′u∈Eu T ′(u′u), and
`(uv) = wuv +∑u′u∈Eu `(u′u). Return to Step (2).
(5) Solve a modified bin packing instance with bins of capacity K and one item for each edge in Eu using edge labels as item
sizes. The objective is to first minimize the number of bins, m, then (for this number of bins) minimize the weight of
bin 1.
(a) For bins b = 1, . . . ,m, construct tree Tb by combining the trial trees indexed by the edges associated with items
packed into bin b.
(b) If d(u) = 0 or w(T1)+ wuv > K put f = 1; otherwise put f = 2. For bins b = f , . . . ,m, add Tb to P . If d(u) = 0, A
is empty and the algorithm is complete.
(c) If f = 2, put T ′(uv) = uv ∪ T1 and `(uv) = w(T1) + wuv . Otherwise, put T ′(uv) = uv and `(uv) = wuv . In both
cases return to Step (2).
The overall running time is O(n+ nB(d, K)), where n = |E(T )| and d is the maximum degree of any vertex. B(d, K) is the
worst-case running time for the bin packing with d items and capacity K ; it is not polynomially bounded unless P = NP.
Optimization algorithms based on branch-and-bound have been developed for solving the original bin packing problem, for
example [7,9]. These can be modified for the required objective by using the single objective function min(K + 1)m + s1
wherem is the number of bins used and s1 the weight of bin 1. The coefficient ofm ensures that minimizing bins is the first
priority since s1 ≤ K . The changes required could potentially reduce the efficiency of these approaches and further study is
needed to determine the full implications.
In general the running time is dominated by the term nB(d, K).When d is bounded the algorithmhas a theoretical running
time of O(n).
The following results are needed to show that the algorithm solves the problem posed. They provide insight into the
structure of an optimal solution.
Given instance (T , w, K), the following notation is used. M(T , w, K) is the collection of all minimum bounded edge-
partitions. For edge uv let Tuv(u) be the component of T containing u after uv is removed. For K -pack Q, {Quv(u),Quv(v),
{Quv}} partitions Q into trees wholly contained within Tuv(u) or Tuv(v), with Quv the tree containing uv. Put T ′uv(u) =
Tuv(u)∪ uv and Q ′uv(u) = Quv(u)∪ {Quv}. For C, an arbitrary collection of subtrees of T , define G[C] to be the graph induced
by C.
The following properties are easy to verify.
Lemma 1. For the Minimum K-Pack Algorithm the following hold.
(1) The algorithm generates a K-pack.
(2) Each vertex takes the role of u in Step (2) exactly once.
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Fig. 1. Various subtrees used to construct the required K -pack, Q ′′ = (Quv \ Q ′) ∪ P ′ .
(3) For v ∈ A, all incident edges, except at most one, will be in E .
(4) For any bin of any bin packing instance (including a bin 1), all edges of all trial trees associated with that bin will be in the
same Ti ∈ P .
The next result shows circumstances where decomposition may be used.
Lemma 2. Let P ∈M(T , w, K) and {P1,P2} partitionP such that G[Pi] is connected for i = 1, 2. ThenPi ∈M(G[Pi], w, K)
for i = 1, 2 and if Qi ∈M(G[Pi], w, K), i = 1, 2, thenQ1 ∪Q2 ∈M(T , w, K).
Proof. It is easy to check that Pi is a K -pack of (G[Pi], w, K), i = 1, 2, and thatQ1 ∪Q2 is a K -pack of (T , w, K). Therefore,
|Q1 ∪Q2| = |Q1| + |Q2| ≤ |P1| + |P2| = |P | ≤ |Q1 ∪Q2|,
and |Qi| = |P1| + |P2| − |Q3−i| ≥ |Pi| ≥ |Qi|. 
The following lemma shows the connection between the bin packing and minimal bounded edge-partitions
Lemma 3. For any instance (T , w, K), let u be the first vertex for which Step (5) is applied. There exists Q ∈ M(T , w, K) with
the following property. If uv is defined in Step (2),Quv(u) corresponds to a feasible solution of the bin packing associated with u.
Otherwise,Q has this property and the bin packing solution is optimal.
Proof. For the existence of Q, the same argument works for both cases, so assume uv was defined. It is easy to verify that
if each tree of Quv(u) contains at least one edge connected to u, this corresponds to a feasible bin packing. Assume that Q
is chosen so thatQuv(u) contains the minimal number of non-conforming trees. This means that there is some T ′ ∈ Quv(u)
containing an edge uy where T ′ does not fully contain T ′uy(y). Vertex y was previously active, so w(T ′uy(y)) ≤ K . Replacing
all trees in Q covering T ′uy(y) with {T ′uy(y), T ′ \ T ′uy(y)} gives a K -pack with no more trees and fewer non-conforming trees,
a contradiction.
For the case where optimality is asserted, bin packing is applied to the whole tree. The optimal bin packing corresponds
to a K -pack with the same number of trees as bins used; a better bin packing contradicts optimality ofQ. 
Theorem 4. The Minimum K-Pack Algorithm solves MBP.
Proof. The algorithm finishes after examining each vertex once. Induction is used on the number of edges. For instances
with one edge the algorithm obviously solves MBP. Assume that the algorithm solves MBP for any instance with n edges
or fewer and let (T , w, K) be any instance with n + 1 edges. Let P be the K -pack produced by the algorithm, u be the first
vertex for which Step (5) is applied and m the number of bins used. Let PB ⊆ P be the m trees corresponding to the bins
packed in this first Step (5), including bin 1 whose tree may have been generated at some later iteration. If PB = P then P
is optimal by Lemma 3.
Otherwise, chooseQ ∈M(T , w, K) satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3 such that Quv ∩ Tuv(u) has the least weight.
If Quv ∩ Tuv(u) = {u}, using G[Puv(v)] ⊂ G[Q′uv(v)], the induction hypothesis and Lemmas 2 and 3, |Quv(u)| = m and|Puv(v)| ≤ |Quv(v)| + 1. This gives |P | = |Puv(v)| +m ≤ |Quv(v)| + 1+ |Quv(u)| = |Q|.
If Quv∩Tuv(u) 6= {u}, let Q ′ = Quv∩Tuv(u) and P ′ = Puv∩Tuv(u). By choice ofQ the collection {Q ′}∪Quv(u) corresponds
to a feasible bin packing and either (i) w(Q ′) < w(P ′) or (ii) w(Q ′) ≥ w(P ′). For case (i), by the optimality criteria of the
bin packing, 1 + |Quv(u)| > m and reasoning similar to that for the previous case gives the result. For case (ii), an optimal
K -pack is created which decomposes in a way that allows the induction hypothesis to apply. Fig. 1 illustrates the various
subtrees involved. Let Q ′′ = (Quv \Q ′)∪ P ′. Using Lemma 2 and the induction hypothesis, it is straightforward to check that
Q′ = Quv(v) ∪ {Q ′′} ∪ Puv(u) is an optimal K -pack with |Q| = |Q′| = |P |.
Invoking induction gives the result. 
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The above shows that it is possible to formaminimumbounded edge-partition recursively, using bin packing to optimally
pack trial trees connected to the same vertex.
Trees forwhich the vertex-degree is constant across each stage are called ‘‘balanced trees’’ in the stochastic programming
literature [4]. Balanced scenario trees arise as a result of modelling or scenario tree generation. The Minimum K -Pack
Algorithm has a linear running time for such trees when the edge weights satisfy an additional requirement which is
reasonable in the context of balanced scenario trees.
Lemma 5. Let (T , w, K) be an instance of MBP for which T is a balanced tree with root r and for which all edges at the same
stage have the same weight. The Minimum K-Pack Algorithm runs in O(n) time if r is the last active vertex chosen.
Proof. |A| ≥ 2 for all but the final iteration, so it is possible to choose r last. The edge labels for all edges at the same stage
will be equal after they have each been active. This means that for each bin packing instance from Step (5) all itemswill have
the same size. Such instances can be optimally packed in time linear in the degree of vertex u using a next-fit approach. The
sum of degrees in a tree is O(n), so the Minimum K -Pack Algorithm will have running time O(n). 
3. Approximation algorithms
For instances not meeting the criteria of Lemma 5, approximation algorithms are investigated. A class of approximation
algorithms for MBP evolve in a straightforward manner from the optimization algorithm by replacing the optimal bin
packing in Step (5) with a bin packing heuristic, choosing bin 1 to be the least filled bin. The approximation algorithm is
called a BPA if the bin packing heuristic satisfies the following (weak) performance property.
Property 1. All bins packed by the bin packing heuristic, except at most one bin, have total weight of more than one half of the
bin capacity.
Many common bin packing heuristics have this property, for instance, first fit and best fit (see, for example, [3]), and the
H7 linear time heuristic of Békési and Galambos [2]. Any heuristic which does not have this property can be extended by
a linear time procedure (combining pairs of non-compliant bins) to produce an improved solution which does satisfy the
property. The reader is directed to the review by Coffman et al. [3] for further information on bin packing heuristics.
The following results show that BPA’s provide a 2-approximation forMBP. Inwhat follows, letmP(T , w, K) be the number
of trees in a minimum bounded edge-partition andmH(T , w, K) be the number of trees in K -pack constructed by a BPA. The
first result provides a lower bound for MBP.
Lemma 6. For instance (T , w, K), mP(T , w, K) ≥ dw(T )/Ke.
Proof. Let P = {T1, . . . , Tm} ∈M(T , w, K). Since P forms a partition of E(T ),
w(T )/K = 1
K
m∑
i=1
w(Ti) ≤ m.
The result follows sincem is an integer. 
The following result is used to bound the number of trees from above. For edge set E,w(E) is the sum of its edge weights.
Lemma 7. For instance (T , w, K) let {E1, . . . , Em} be a set packing of E(T ) with w(Ei) ≥ K for i = 1, . . . ,m and w(Ek) > K
for at least one k; then m ≤ dw(T )/Ke − 1.
Proof. Since {E1, . . . , Em} is a set packing of E(T ), the Ei are disjoint and their union is a subset of E(T ), so,
w(T )/K = w(E(T ))/K ≥ 1
K
m∑
i=1
w(Ei) > m.
The results follows asm is integer. 
The following theorem shows that BPA’s are 2-approximations.
Theorem 8. For instance (T , w, K) any BPA has an absolute worst-case approximation ratio of 2. In addition, when w(T ) > 0,
mH(T , w, K) ≤ 2dw(T )/Ke.
Proof. Ifw(T ) ≤ K the result trivially holds. Assumingw(T ) > K , an edge-partition satisfying Lemma 7 is constructed. Let
P be the K -pack produced by the BPA. By Property 1 and the criteria for adding Tb toP , all but at most one Ti ∈ P will have
either (i) w(Ti) > 12K or (ii) w(Ti) ≤ 12K and there is uv such that w(Ti)+ wuv > K . For case (ii), label the tree holding the
associated uv as t(Ti). These t(Ti) are distinct and satisfy case (i) sincew(Ti) ≤ 12K implies thatwuv > 12K .
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Fig. 2. Worst-case first-fit BPA instance (unit edge weights, K = 6k− 1).
Create a collection of edge sets,D , by combining edges from each case (ii) Ti with t(Ti) and then combining edges from
arbitrary pairs of the remaining case (i) trees. Now,D satisfies the requirements of Lemma 7 and |D| ≥ 12mH(T , w, K)− 1.
Applying Lemmas 6 and 7 gives
mH(T , w, K) ≤ 2dw(T )/Ke ≤ 2mP(T , w, K).
The result follows. 
For some BPA the constant approximation ratio is tight. The set of examples below show this for the first-fit BPA. The
first-fit bin packing heuristic has an absolute worst-case approximation ratio of less than or equal to 1.75 [3].
For any integer k ≥ 2, recursively define a tree as follows. Each step, t , uses special vertex st . Begin with t = 1 and create
vertex s1. Add four child vertices to st in order: c1, c2, c3 and c4, with the following child vertices (each of which will be a leaf
vertex). For c1, create 3k− 3 child vertices, for c2 create 1 child vertex and for c3 create 3k child vertices. Vertex c4 becomes
the next special vertex, st+1. If t < k − 1, increment t by 1 and repeat the creation of child vertices. Otherwise, create 3k
child vertices for sk; the tree is complete. Fig. 2 illustrates the tree. All edges have unit weight and K = 6k− 1.
Applying the first-fit BPA to this instance, the leaf vertices, all c1–c3 vertices and sk can become active and chosen as u
without using Step (5). At this point the remaining vertices are s1 to sk−1; these can be chosen as u in reverse order. The first
such iteration has u = sk−1 and the bin packing instance has item sizes 3k−2, 2, 3k+1 and 3k+1. First fit creates three bins,
the smallest with weight 3k. Two trees are added to P , leaving `(sk−2sk−1) = 3k + 1. The remaining iterations follow the
same pattern, with u = st , bin packing item sizes 3k− 2, 2, 3k+ 1 and 3k+ 1, two trees added toP and `(st−1st) = 3k+ 1.
The final iteration uses u = s1 and the same bin packing instance but adds three trees toP . A total of 2(k− 1)+ 1 = 2k− 1
trees are in P .
Applying the optimization, vertices may be chosen in the same order as for the BPA, above. The iterations are the same
until u = sk−1, where, as before, the bin packing has item sizes 3k− 2, 2, 3k+ 1 and 3k+ 1. The optimal bin packing uses
two bins, the smallest holding weight 3k+3. One tree is added toP and `(sk−2sk−1) = 3k+4. For the remaining iterations,
when u = st , the bin packing has item sizes 3k− 2, 2, 3k+ 1 and 6k− 3t − 2, the optimal packing uses two bins, one tree
is added to P , and `(st−1st) = 6k− 3t + 1. The final iteration uses u = s1, has item sizes 3k− 2, 2, 3k+ 1 and 6k− 5, the
optimal packing uses two bins, and two trees are added to P giving a total of k trees.
4. Concluding remarks
For any BPA it is straightforward to generate examples with an arbitrarily large number of edges corresponding to a bin
packing instancewhich gives the absoluteworst-case ratio for the bin packing heuristic used. Thismeans that the asymptotic
worst-case performance of any BPA cannot be better than the bin packing heuristic’s absoluteworst-case ratio. The previous
example shows that the asymptotic ratio of the BPA can be bigger than this.
Corresponding tight examples are not known for the BPA using first-fit decreasing, best-fit decreasing (see for
example [3]), the H4 linear time heuristic of Martel [6] or the H7 linear time heuristic of Békési and Galambos [2]. For these
BPA’s the worst-case examples found have ratios of 1.5. These examples correspond to absolute worst-case examples for
the bin packing heuristic. Future work could be directed at closing the gap between the bound and the worst-case examples
known.
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